
USER'S MANUAL



Light (A Key)

Mode (B Key)

(D Key) Start

(E Key)
Pull adjustable pointer

(Adjusted return)

(C Key) RESET

12 digits timing function.
Display of hour, minute,
second, day, month and week.
Bell and hourly sound
reminder.
Snooze function.
12/24 hours modes.
The precision of stopwatch is
1/100 second.

A Key: backlight.
B Key: conversion among 3
modes function.
C Key: function of mode
conversion of hour, minute,
month, day, week.
D Key: increase the number.

Operation instructions



In any status the EL keeps light for 3 seconds by clicking "A" key. Pressing "B" key can switch orderly the
function modes as shown above.

B (key)

B key B keyB key

Timing mode Stopwatch mode Alarm mode Time setting mode

Product function mode

Stopwatch and segment timing function

In the status of stopwatch, the stopwatch starts
through pressing "D" key for one time and it stops
by once again clicking "D". In the status of
stopwatch stopped, stopwatch returns to zero by
pushing down "C" key.

 In the status of stopwatch, the stopwatch starts
through pressing "D" key and clicking "C" key
enters the segment timing situation. As show the
"SPL" symbol it means the midway measuring
beginning and then pressing "C" key starts timing.
That is the first player´s complete time. Pushing
down "D" key again stops the midway measuring
timing as well as records the second player´s
complete time. Finally clicking "C" key can delete
the record.



Light (A Key)

Mode (B Key)

(D Key) Start

(E Key)

(C Key) RESET

Alarm and hourly sound

Alarm and hourly sound reminder  ON/OFF: in status of alarm ("hour or minute"
are not flickering), pressing "D" key successively is the starting/stopping alarm
(SNZ) and hourly sound reminder. When the alarm rings, the alarm symbol (SNZ)
is flickering and the sound shuts off automatically after 20 seconds.

Alarm setting: in status of alarm, pressing "C" key causes the twinkle of "hour" and
clicking "D" key could be used to adjust. Pushing down "C" key again results in the
twinkle of "minute" and pressing "D" key could be used to regulate. The setting is
complete by clicking "C" key.

When the alarms rings, the snooze function begins through pressing "B" key. And
after 5 minutes the alarm rings again for 20 seconds; clicking "C" or "D" can stop
the ringing.



In the status of time setting, "second" begins
flickering and pressing "D" key makes the
second zero; clicking "C" key causes the
"hour" twinkle and pushing down "D" key
could be used to regulate. Pressing "C" key
again successively enters the regulation of
"minute" "month" "day" and "week".

When the hour setting is doing, with holding
"D" key, the position of second shows "A" or
"P" and it means the conversion of 12/24
hours modes. "A" means the 12 hours mode
and "H" represents the 24 hours mode.

Press "B" to exit the save settings.

This watch can works in case of swimming or car washing. But
operating button in the water is not allowed. With wearing the
watch it is not able to dive, stay in hot water and do the sauna
bath.

Time setting function


